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Chapter 1
The Fractal Panel
The Fractal Panel is basically your command central in the app. Itʼs where all of the
fractal creation takes place. At the top of the panel is the Fractal Type segmented
control. It has three buttons with images showing, from left to right, the Mandelbrot,
Inverse Mandelbrot, and Julia Fractal Types. In the screenshot below, you can see that
the Mandelbrot Fractal Type is selected by the white border around the button and the
large grayscale Mandelbrot in the Fractal Navigator on the right side of the panel.
For Mandelbrot and Inverse Mandelbrot fractals, the image in the Fractal Navigator is
static. For Julia fractals, the image is dynamic. That is, you can zoom and position it.
Mandelbrot Fractal Type
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Inverse Mandelbrot Fractal Type

!

!

The Julia Fractal Type on the left uses a dynamic Mandelbrot on the right for navigation.
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Fractal Previewer

Fractal Navigator

Stop Rendering
the Current Fractal

Gradient Well Activation Checkbox

Gradient Well

Fractal Type

Click to center the Julia
Fractal under the mouse.

Click to center the Julia
Fractal under the mouse.

Mandelbrot
Fractal

Julia Fractal

CONTROL+Click to center
the Mandelbrot Fractal under
the mouse.

Antialias
Output Dimensions
Fractal
Presets
Fill Type
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Fractal
Location

Guides

Render Julia to Disk
⌥+Click Render Julia to Document
⌘+Click Render Mandelbrot to Disk
Store Fractal Preset in Library
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Navigation
Basically, there are two parts to navigating Fractal-Space: Positioning and Zooming.
You will use them in concert to choose a fractal.

Positioning
Positioning just means choosing an x,y coordinate in Fractal-Space and there are
several ways to do this. When you first start exploring Fractal-Space, the easiest way
to proceed is to click somewhere in the grayscale Mandelbrot Navigator image on the
right side of the panel. This gives you a general location for your fractal, which is
shown by the Targeter (the white circle) and the resulting fractal will be rendered in the
Fractal Previewer on the left side of the panel.
Once you have a general location, you can click in the Fractal Previewer on the left
side for more fine-grained positioning. When you click in the Fractal Previewer, the
fractal is automatically recentered such that the click-point becomes the new center of
the fractal.

Zooming
In the bottom-left corner of the Fractal Panel, there are two buttons with Magnifying
Glass icons, and to their right, a textfield that control zooming. The easiest way to
understand zooming is to imagine putting the fractal under a very powerful microscope
and then using the zoom value to control the magnification. The higher the zoom value,
the deeper into the fractal you can see. Of course, that also means that you are seeing
a smaller part of the fractal, the deeper you zoom in.
For Mandelbrot and Inverse Mandelbrot Fractals, this app supports zooming in to
approximately 1.2e14. Thatʼs about 100000000000000x. For Julia Fractals, you can
zoom in to approximately 1.2e6. If you go beyond these maximums, you will encounter
pixellation death due to rounding errors when computing the colors.
The Zoom In button (the Magnifying Glass with the Plus (+) sign, zooms deeper into
the fractal. The Magnifying Glass with the Minus (-) sign, zooms out of the fractal.
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These two buttons can also be used with various Command Keys for more zooming
options. Hereʼs a chart showing the available zooms.

Zoom Factor Chart
Button

Action Modifier

Result
Zoom in by 5x. (Multiply the current zoom by 5.)

⌘ Command

Zoom in by 10x.

⌥ Option

Zoom in by 2x.

^ Control

Zoom in by 4x.

⇧ Shift

Reset the zoom factor to 1.0.
Zoom out by 5x. (Divide the current zoom by 5.)
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⌘ Command

Zoom out by 10x.

⌥ Option

Zoom out by 2x.

^ Control

Zoom out by 4x.

⇧ Shift

Reset the zoom factor to 1.0.
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Iterations
In a nut, the number of Iterations controls how accurate the fractal will render. The
higher the iterations count, the more accurate (and the longer the rendering will take).
Use the Iterations TextField to specify the value.
Generally you want use the smallest number of iterations that will give you the
accuracy level needed to properly render the fractal. For instance, the deeper that you
zoom into the fractal, (the higher the zoom factor), the more iterations you will need to
prevent Blackout.
There are no absolute rules correlating Zoom Factor to Iteration Count. However there
are some useful guidelines. For Mandelbrot Fractals, using the SAM fill type, you
generally want to use at least 2000 iterations to prevent banding up to a zoom factor of
about 1e7. For the Basic fill type you can use smaller iteration counts. If you are getting
a lot of black in your fractals that doesn't look like it's part of the Mandelbrot interior,
then try increasing the iteration count. However, if your fractal is all black, there's a
good chance that you zoomed deep into the interior of a muBrot, so try decreasing the
zoom factor, and then reposition the fractal.

Fill Types
In the bottom-left of the Fractal Panel you will see the Fill Type PopUp Button. This lets
you choose how to fill the exterior of the fractal with a coloring algorithm. The first type
of fill is called the 'Stripe Average Method' or SAM for short. The second type is called
Basic, and is really only included for speed, that is, you should use it when you are first
setting up your fractal because it renders much faster than SAM. Of course the
downside is, it doesn't look nearly as awesome as the SAM fill type.

SAM (Stripe Average Method)
The Stripe Average Method is the showpiece of the FractalMaker app. I havenʼt found
any other coloring algorithm that even comes close to it. When the SAM fill type is
chosen, additional controls are revealed just below the PopUp.
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Stripes
The Stripes (or Stripe Density) controls how many striation tendrils are used to fill in a
particular section of the fractal. I found that in general you get the best results using
from 1 to 4 Stripes. Stripes are closely tied to the optional Attenuation factor. If you are
using Attenuation and your fractal starts to look too noisy, then decrease the Stripe
count, or INCREASE the Attenuation factor. Stripes are also affected by how many
colors you have in your gradient. So to decrease noise, try using a gradient with less
colors, or at least spread the colors out more in the critical areas of the gradient.

Angle
The Angle parameter effectively controls the rotation of the gradient within the SAM
calculations. It does not rotate the fractal.

Attenuation
Use the Attenuation Checkbox to toggle it on and off.
Attenuation is a way to weight the coloring of the SAM method such that smaller values
can provide more detail. You have to be careful to not make the value too small or your
fractal might look too noisy. The general useful range is roughly 5.0 to 7.0, but various
other settings can extend or truncate this range. The other factors include the tightness
and number of colors in the gradient, the Stripe count, or how close to a muBrot you
are.
Relatively small changes will produce radically different results. Typically you will finetune your fractal using changes at the second to fourth decimal value.
The Stripe Average Method can produce really beautiful fractals. Check out the Gallery
for some examples of finished fractals using that method.
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More Fill Types
Each Fractal Type (Mandelbrot, Inverse Mandelbrot, and Julia) supports its own set of
Exterior Fill Types. When you choose a Fractal Type from the Segmented Control, or
when you load a new Fractal Preset from the Fractal Library, the Fill Type PopUp is
dynamically loaded with all of the Fill Types supported by the Fractal Type. Below is a
chart that shows which Fill Types are supported for each Fractal Type.
Fill Types for Fractal Types
Fractal Type

Fill Type

Description

Mandelbrot

SAM

Stripe Average Method

Mandelbrot

Basic

Iteration / Iteration Max

Mandelbrot

Smooth Levels

Smooth Level Set Method (LSM)

Mandelbrot

Smooth Levels 2

Traditional Smooth LSM

Mandelbrot

Smooth Levels Log 4

Smooth LSM with Log spread

Mandelbrot

Sharp Levels

Traditional LSM

Mandelbrot

Sharp Levels 2

LSM spread out

Mandelbrot

Sharp Levels 3

LSM alternating Black Levels

Mandelbrot

LSM Log 4

LSM with Log spread

Mandelbrot

Basic Remap

Basic with remap

Inverse Mandelbrot

SAM

Stripe Average Method

Inverse Mandelbrot

Basic

Iteration / Iteration Max
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Fractal Type

Fill Type

Description

Inverse Mandelbrot

Smooth Levels

Smooth Level Set Method (LSM)

Inverse Mandelbrot

Smooth Levels Log 4

Smooth LSM with Log spread

Inverse Mandelbrot

Sharp Levels

Traditional LSM

Inverse Mandelbrot

Sharp Alternating

LSM Alternating Colors

Inverse Mandelbrot

LSM Alternating Black

LSM Alternating Black

Inverse Mandelbrot

Sharp Levels Log 4

LSM with Log spread

Julia

SAM

Stripe Average Method

Julia

Basic

Iteration / Iteration Max

Julia

Smooth Levels

Smooth Level Set Method (LSM)

Julia

Smooth Levels 2

Smooth LSM with spread

Julia

Sharp Levels

LSM with Alternating remap

Julia

Sharp Levels 2

Traditional LSM

Julia

CPM J Remap 1

Complex Potential Method with
remap

Julia

CPM J

Complex Potential Method

Julia

Basic Alternating

Basic with Alternating remap

Chapter 1
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Julia Fractal Exploration
This subsection describes the changes and differences in the Fractal Panel when
working with Julia Type Fractals.

Fractal Navigator Command Keys
The following screenshot shows the available Actions when clicking the Mandelbrot
Fractal Navigator on the right side of the Fractal Panel. Except for the standard mouse
click, they are ONLY available when in Julia Fractal Mode. That is, when the
Mandelbrot Fractal is dynamically rendered in the Navigator view.
You can access this by clicking the hints button.
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Additional GUI
When in Julia Mode, there are additional controls on the bottom-right of the panel that
parallel the Zoom and Positioning controls on the bottom-left side of the panel. Ditto
when using the SAM Fill Type for the Navigator Fractal. These controls have the same
behavior as their counterparts. See the screenshot on page 6.

Rendering Fractals
Rendering Preview Fractals
At the top-right of the Fractal Panel you can see the following buttons for Render,
AutoRender, and ABORT. The AutoRender button is always visible. When itʼs on
(darker), then the Render button is hidden. The ABORT button is only visible while a
fractal is rendering.

When the AutoRender button is ON, then every time you make a change to a
parameter of a fractal, a new fractal is rendered immediately.
When the AutoRender button is OFF, you can make multiple changes to the fractal
without having to wait for the results. Of course, to see them, you will need to click the
Render button to manually render the fractal with all those changes.
The exceptions to the AutoRender OFF behavior, is when clicking in the Fractal
Previewer or the Fractal Navigator to reposition the fractal. These clicks always result
in a new fractal rendering.
You can click the ABORT button to stop rendering the current fractal that is being
rendered, including fractals that are being rendered to disk or document.
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Rendering Export Fractals
At the bottom-right of the Fractal Panel you will see the following cluster of three
buttons (minus the captions) that are used for configuring a final fractal image that you
want to render to disk or into the current document.

Antialiasing
Antialiasing, put simply, is getting rid of
the jaggies in an image. In other words,
it smoothes the transition between
sharp edges of color changes so that
they arenʼt pixelated.
FractalMaker uses SuperSampling to
antialias the fractal image by rendering
the fractal at a larger size and then downsampling it using a very high quality Lanczos3
algorithm. For instance, if you choose 4x4 antialiasing and an output dimension of
1000x1000 pixels, then FractalMaker will render a 4000x4000 pixel image and then
downsample it to 1000 pixels square.
It is strongly recommended that you choose the 4x4 antialiasing option in the popup to
get the highest quality rendering of your fractal.

Fractal Dimensions
The Fractal Dimensions popup lets you choose the size of the fractal to be rendered.
They are always square and the values in the popup are measured in pixels. The
current range of sizes is from 256 to 4096.

The Export Button
Click the Export button (the White chevron) to render the current fractal to disk.
OPTION+Click to render the current fractal to the current document.
COMMAND+Click is used to render the Mandelbrot Fractal in the Fractal Navigator on
the RIGHT side of the panel, to disk. This is the dynamic Mandelbrot, when in Julia
Mode.
Chapter 1
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The Fractal Library
To open the Fractal Library Panel, go to the View Menu and choose Fractal Library or
press the CONTROL+F keys. The Fractal Library is used for storing your Fractals as
presets for future use. It does NOT store the (probably larger) export/output images. It
only stores a 512x512 preview image and a 140x140 thumbnail image, along with all of
the parameters to recreate the fractal.
To store the current Fractal into the Library, just click the Add Fractal button (the
White Plus in a White Circle button) at the bottom-right of the Fractal Panel.

Browsing Fractals
At the bottom of the Fractal Library Panel and the Fractal Panel there
are a pair of arrow buttons that allow you to load the previous and next
Fractal into the the Fractal Panel.
Alternatively, just click any fractal in the Library and it will load into the Fractal Panel.

Delete Fractals
COMMAND+Click all the fractals to delete (denoted by the Checkmark icon), and then
click the Trash Icon.
Chapter 1
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Chapter 2
Gradients
The Gradient Well (at the top of the following screenshot) displays the currently
selected gradient thatʼs used to fill the exterior of the Fractal.

There are two ways to change the
gradient for any fractal. The easiest way
is to open the Gradient Library (seen to
the left) via the View Menu and click a
gradient.
Notice the checkbox to right of the
Gradient Well above. If itʼs checked, and
Auto-Rendering is on, then a new fractal
will be rendered with the new gradient.

Gradient Library
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The Gradient Maker Panel
The second way to change the gradient is to click on the Gradient Well (at the top left
of the Fractal Maker panel) to open the Gradient Maker panel.

WARNING:
In MOST circumstances, it is extremely important that you UNCHECK the Gradient
Activator Checkbox when you are custom designing a new gradient. Otherwise, every
time you make a change to the gradient, the Fractal Panel will automatically start
rendering a new Fractal. This is especially critical when dragging the colorStops to new
positions or dragging within a gradient bar to change colors. Since fractal rendering is
multi-threaded, you could potentially have many fractals being rendered at the same
time that successively wipe out each previous one.
(NOTE: if you choose Gradients from the View Menu, the gradient in the Gradient Well
will NOT be sent to Gradient Maker panel. But if the Gradient Well is still the Active
Gradient Well of the Gradient Maker panel, then changes to the gradient will get sent
back to the Gradient Well in the Fractal Panel.)
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Changing Gradient Colors
With those caveats out of the way, hereʼs the Gradient Maker Panel. At the very top is
a gradient bar that displays the final gradient that is sent to the Fractal Panel.
Immediately below that is the repeat count slider. It takes the gradient thatʼs shown in
the middle section, below the colorStops bar, and repeats those colors by the specified
count, and displays the results in the final gradient bar. When itʼs set to one, then the
gradients will be same in both bars.
The Mirror toggle button to the left of the Repeat Count slider controls whether the
even numbered gradients, when repeated, are performed in reverse order or not. This
is useful when you want smooth gradients when the start and end colors are different.
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In the middle of the Gradient Panel, notice the ColorStop Bar as seen below.

The first ColorStop on the far left is selected by clicking it and its color is shown in the
ColorWell on the far right. To change its color, just click or drag in any of the four
gradient bars in the bottom section of the Gradient Panel. (The two larger gradient
bars at the top of the Gradient Panel are for display only.) The color of the selected
colorStop and the ColorWell, and both of the larger gradients will be updated in realtime as you drag. You can also click the ColorWell to open the Color Panel.
You can OPTION+Drag a colorStop and drop it onto a different colorStop to transfer
the color.

Positioning ColorStops
ColorStops are also used to change the position of its color within the gradient by
simply dragging the colorStop horizontally. Any colorStop can be dragged to any
location in the ColorStop Bar and all the Gradient Bars will update in real-time. When
you start dragging a colorStop, the Location textfield will become visible (below the
gradient bar in the middle), which allows you to precisely position the color by
numbers. The range is from Zero to 100 from left to right.

Adding ColorStops
There are two ways to create new colorStops. OPTION+Click anywhere thereʼs a
vacant location in the ColorStop Bar. Alternatively, click the Add ColorStop button (the
white circle with the white plus sign) to the far right of the ColorStop Bar.

Removing ColorStops
To delete a colorStop, just COMMAND+Click it. Alternatively, to remove the currently
selected colorStop, click the Remove ColorStop button (the white circle with the white
minus sign) to the far right of the ColorStop Bar.
Chapter 2
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Note: The first and last colorStops can not be deleted. If you really want to delete
either of these colorStops, then drag that one so that it's surrounded by two other
colorStops.

Distribute ColorStops Evenly
Use the Distribute button to evenly distribute the colorStops within the
gradient. It's the button to the immediate left of the ColorStop Bar in the
middle of the panel.

Reversing ColorStops

Use the Reverse ColorStops button to flip the order of the colorStops.
(1,2,3,4,5) becomes (5,4,3,2,1)

Saving Gradients
To store a Gradient in the Gradient Library, just click the Add Gradient button
(the larger white circle with the white plus sign at the bottom-right of the
Gradient Maker panel.)

Browsing Gradients
At the bottom of the Gradient Maker panel, use the Previous
Gradient and the Next Gradient buttons to conveniently select a
gradient from the Gradient Library.
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Gradient From Image
There is One More Thing... regarding how to create a gradient. At the
bottom-left of the Gradient Maker panel you will see a button with a
stylized Interrobang (seen left). Clicking that button opens the Gradient
From Image Sheet (seen below).
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It comes pre-populated with the image seen above in its ImageWell. Any image that
Mac OS X natively supports can be dragged or pasted into the ImageWell. This
includes, but is not limited to: TIFF, PNG, JPEG, GIF, PDF. The controls in this sheet
allow you to extract a gradient based on the colors of any row of pixels in the image.
The vertical slider controls which row of pixels are used. The popup just below the
slider controls how many colors are in the gradient. You can adjust the Saturation,
Brightness and Contrast of the colors. You can also invert the colors to their opposite
value. That is, each color component (which is normalized to the [0.0, 1.0] range, is
subtracted from 1.0. Click the Random button to randomize the colors.
The Reset button (the one with 4 white arrows pointing inwards) will reset the
Saturation, Brightness and Contrast values back to their default values, which means
they have no effect.
Click the OK button to send the gradient to the Gradient Maker Panel.
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Chapter 3
The Color Panel
Color Panel Overview
In the FractalMaker app, as with all of the apps Iʼve created, we use a custom Color
Panel for choosing colors. The three buttons that look like Moon phases control how
much of the panel is visible. The screenshot below shows the full expanded view. Click
on the Half-Moon button to hide the ColorRing. Click the New-Moon button to collapse
the panel. The slider at the top left controls the background color from black to gray.

For Cocoa developers, the CC button allows you to copy the current color as code for
an NSColor object in RGBA. OPTION+Click for an HSBA color.
Chapter 3
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The ColorWheel at the top-left is for display only, to show the angle when dragging the
color sliders or gradient bars.
The large color swatch to the right of the ColorWheel shows the current color. The
smaller swatch to its right shows the previous color. The white curved double-arrow
buttons swaps the current and previous colors.
Open the Color Panel Hints Sheet.
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Use the Mode Toggle buttons to switch between
Swatch Mode and ColorRing Mode.

ColorRing Mode
Shades, in general, are distinguished from
standard Color Swatches, and we use them to
facilitate the exploration of color gradations within
a range. The current shade (diamond) is used to
track the variation from the base shade (circle).
Click or Drag in the ColorRing to choose a new
shade. The Circle Targeter shows the position of
the base shade. The Diamond Targeter shows
the position of the current shade. The semi-circle
in the interior of the ring shows the current shade,
as does the top-left shade in the Shade Grid. The
three triangles in the interior of the ring show the
Complimentary Colors of the current shade. Click
one to make it the base shade for the Shades in
the grid and update the shades accordingly, The
Diamond Targeter will move to that position. Click
the semi-circle to reinstate the original color as
the base shade for the Shades in the grid.
The shade variation range is controlled by the
slider at the bottom-right of the panel. Higher
values increase the range and there is a larger
variation between each shade.
The HSB buttons control which of Hue, Saturation or Brightness to lock, while varying
the other two. If you lock the Brightness component, then the top 50 Shades in the grid
vary with Hue, and the bottom 50 Shades vary with Saturation.
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Chapter 4
Feedback and Support
If you have any questions, send them to

support@applenexus.com
Use the same email address if you have suggestions for new features, general
feedback, or if you discover a bug in the app.
Feedback is both welcome and encouraged. It helps me make the app as awesome as
possible.
Have fun exploring fractal space.
Gilorien
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